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I am writing in regards to the recent Beacon Lights article by Tom Bergman titled “White 

Men Can’t Jump". I found the article very offensive. His frustration with the pervasive problem 

of movie attendance has caused the writer to make a serious error in judgment. 

How can we expect our young people to stay out of theaters when one of their “leaders" 

gleefully reports of the pleasure he had while frequenting theaters himself and gives us a brief 

review of many movies before telling us they were wicked? Does the Bible tantalize us and 

tempt us by telling us how much fun one can have while sinning before warning us that “that 

wages of sin is death"? 

Movie attendance is a problem that must be dealt with by concerned parents prodded by 

urgent preaching from the pulpit. 

Rev. Gritters articles in the Standard Bearer expose movies and drama for what they 

really are - a powerful conspiracy on the part of Satan to destroy our homes and youth by 

glamorizing sin and desensitizing us to our godless world. 

The devil has successfully caused us to view movies and drama as a legalistic fringe issue 

while deadening us to its impact. Satan has already injected us with his venom, now we need 

God’s antidote which is His Word. 

Never must we instruct our children by showing our own graphic sinfulness but rather we 

must show them how peace and pleasure are attained by walking in the paths of righteousness. 

Follow Rev. Gritters lead in printing future articles; it is irrelevant whether or not he went 

to movies (“. . . sins of youth remember not”), he liberally dispenses ammunition while exposing 

Satan and sin as our target. 

In Christian Love. 

Jeffrey Terpstra 

 

Response: 

Although it is an uncomfortable feeling to be accused of a serious error, the tone of your 

letter is appreciated. It is an explosive topic, one which was not set forth to vent frustration or to 

prod angry responses, but to confront the young people with the reality of sinful human nature. 

The article is not gleeful or boastful. It does, however, deal with pleasure. Not a Christ 

centered pleasure, but rather “the pleasures of sin for a season” that faithful Moses shunned. But, 

it is pleasure. By nature, we love it. We must be honest with ourselves and let the young people 

know that we understand the severity of the problem. It is not easy to turn down television and 

movies. 

So, the question in return is: Why is the article offensive? Why shouldn’t we allow this? 

Are present methods working well enough? Or, is graphic sinfulness not to be dealt with? Will 

such exposure to movies cause the remaining few percent to start attending the theater? I haven’t 

exposed them to anything new. What is presented to the young people is this: What you are 

attending and watching is denial of Christ. Get out, get out of it! Using Scripture, we let Isaiah 

tell them, “Thus saith the Lord!” 

You have a good understanding of what is happening to us. “. . . A powerful conspiracy . 

. . glamorizing sin and desensitizing us to our godless world. The devil has successfully caused 

us to view movies and drama as a legalistic fringe issue while deadening us to its impact.” This 



is just the statement of the problem. The answer lies in God’s Word and the preaching of that 

Word. 

So, confronting young people with godlessness, and showing them its error by God’s 

Word is a necessary part of instruction. It is reproof and correction. Every negative 

commandment has its positive requirements for walking in the paths of righteousness. This is 

how the Bible rules our life. 

-Tom Bergman 
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